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ABSTRACT.
The underground architecture is linked to the history of human beings as it was
the first architecture to resort to it in the early days of human life for housing and
protection within the ecosystem. However, life soon developed in various
technological and construction fields with many disadvantages that contributed to
influencing the ecosystem.
Including architects to the need to preserve the ecosystem and return to such a
kind of architecture ,but in line with the progress of urban and technology ,to address
this research to study the underground architecture as an architectural and
environmental concept through the most important trends and ideas an architecture
that has been advocated by many architectural movements , and the possibility of
applying such kind of architecture as a technique in the future to reach a number of
conclusions and recommendations to work on the rise of this type of research to serve
the life humanity as a whole .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Starting years ago, human’s lives have been connected to the environment surrounding them,
It is considered to be one of the basic components in an integrated ecosystem, which made it
and the revolution to adapt to its surroundings in a way that may or may not be affected by it
in a way that will cause a malfunction in this system. But the constant increase in the
population and what it brings with it from technological development, construction, and
infrastructure development in different construction fields including buildings to increase
urban areas to meet the needs of people in general, and allow them to practice their daily
routines. This fast development in the cities had a major negative influence on the
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relationship between construction and the surrounding environment that brings up the
questions: can we expand in the future? Are we going to have the ability to build new cities in
the future? And to what extent will this negative influence on the surrounding environment
continue? , Fabre –luce words in his book “Six billion of insects “.that if we know that the
total surface area of the earth is around seven billion square kilometers and that only one
fifth is suitable for living how then organize the limited planetary surface for the future
immense human community? Demographic explosion, which double the population of the
earth every forty years, indicates that in around three hundred years there will be seven
hundred billion people on the earth in 2260, there will be only 10 square meters of the earth
surface are per each inhabitant of the planet ,and in 2400 only 1 square meter”(
Stankovic,2009).
This is the reason why basic needs invite us to move and start working on finding the
replacement, thinking again about construction in the underground (Krylova, 2011). and
studying everything that has a relationship with this research, most importantly studying the
underground Architecture and its role in decreasing the negative affect and benefitting from
the provisions of the underground in the best way starting with natural material and resources
and using them in the future cities (Montazerolhodjah, M, Pourjafar, M, Taghvaee, A. 2015).
Life on earth’s surface is indispensable, but there is a need to benefit from the surface of
the earth according to the continuous depletion of the ecosystem. The underground
architecture has reappeared to show many architects who called for the construction of the
underground buildings (Malcolm wells (http://www.malcolmwells.com/designs.html), 2002,
(Oheler, 2007). To an environmentally integrated shelter where development in this area was
very slow due to the lack of acceptance of such modern technologies by many different
groups of society and their ignorance of the advantages and benefits of this type of
technology from the environmental point of view (Liu, Xinrong, Wang, Zijuan, Liu, Jun,
Yang, Zhongqing, 2015),(Labs, 1976).
This study addresses the importance of pointing to this type of construction and housing
as a subterranean architecture land as an architectural thought has pros and cons of its
implications on the human environment and all this to persevere natural resources.

1.1. Underground Nature.
The various types of insects, animals and even birds build the interior of the Earth for many
reasons including protection from the cruelty of nature such as hiding from animals and the
harshness of the climate Severity of the holes, Rodents and reptiles are the most famous
example of adaptation to the architecture of underground where the burrows provide
environmental treatments that allow them to live inside see the figure (1), The human need
for the architecture of the underground was to survive and protect itself from the external
environment .
Along the history, the humanity built a numerous amount of cities underground that
reached about 200 cities in Turkey the most famous is Derinkuyu and safely kept is in Italy
where they discovered it in Rome and Naples. Where most of those cities are ruined either by
the nature effects or by human acts (Merli, Alcini, Cristiano, Schiavoni, Samuele, Asdrubal,
Francesco, 2015).
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Figure (1): shows ants working on building their colonies Which show a preseason in style
construction and ventilation.

1.2. Underground cities through history
One of the most known examples of underground architecture is the one of Matmata city in
the southern part of Tunisia with the dry and low land where thousands of people lived in
those caves connected to side houses by the courtyard( see figure 2), which is between 20-40
feet deep. Where every hole was considered a neighborhood that fits hundreds of people to
make the courtyard a social communicating center. For the accessibility and travel to other
parts, it happens from above by diagonal outlay that connects between the yards and the
houses for these houses to have full isolation of high temperatures and fast wind. (Labs,
1976).

Figure (2): shows the horizontal projection of the city of Matmata- Tunis.

One of the examples that support the idea and orientation to build cities underground is
the city of Derinkuyu- Turkey in the areas of Cappadocia south-east of Ankara. A lot of cities
appeared where there were some underground colonies some populated till now, it is
estimated to be over ten of thousands. Derinkuyu underground city is known as one of the
most famous historical sites to see and visit after the study of archeologists is was found to be
a very complex city of equal complicity and mystery as the pyramids. It was opened to
visitors in 1969. A gate was found and opened to lead to this abandoned underground city.
The city was built in stages and the nature of the area of soft volcanic rocks(see figure 3)
which contributed to the fact that the drilling process was less difficult than other places from
the city of 81 floors and depth up to 85m( see figure 4). It is very large with a capacity of
355, 000 people. This amazing city has all the comforts of contemporary olives, wine, stable
basements, storage rooms, and chapels. Entry to the city (see figure 5) is through several
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heavy stone gates as these gates are closed from the inside in a mechanical way that made
opening and closing an easy process even for one person by the means of a wooden pillar
through the hole placed in the center of the gate (see figure 6) (Nývlta, Vladimír, Musíleka,
Josef, ýejkab, JiĜí, Stopka, Ondrej, 2016).

Figure (3): shows the nature of the area with soft volcanic rocks.

Figure (4): shows a section of the city and shows its depth.

Figure (5): shows the entrances Derinkuyu Underground City.

Figure (6): shows the doors of the city as well as The hole in the door to help open it.

Underground architecture- Architectural and Environmental Approaches.
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Many architectures have adopted this idea by clarifying its positives, its importance and
ability to achieve balance with the environment where the ideas of some architects will be
reviewed regarding the architecture of the underground.
Underground architecture as architectural and environmental thought by the architect
Malcolm Wales (see figure 7), who is one of the most important pioneers of this architectural
thought where he stressed the importance of developing this architectural and environmental
thought as one way to achieve harmony and balance with nature. The laws of natural life
have not changed and man cannot extract natural energy from the sun, but the plant can do
so, and plants cannot live underground but the human can live underground (see figure 8)
(Malcolm wells (http://www.malcolmwells.com/designs.html), 2002).

Figure (7): The Architect Malcolm Wales

Figure (8): shows Malcolm Wales ideas

Malcolm decided to build his office in 1971 -Cherry Hill Office- (see figure 9) to
highlight the importance of this type of technology. This design showed environmental
advantages especially related to noise, audio, and visual pollution (Malcolm wells
(http://www.malcolmwells.com/designs.html), 2002).
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Figure (9): shows Malcolm Wales office.

1.3. Underground architecture as architectural and environmental thought by
the architect Mike Oheler.
Helped to open new horizons for underground architecture through his book The $ 50 & Up
Underground House Book (see figure 10) and his book The Earth-Sheltered Solar
Greenhouse Book (see figure 11) which illustrated one of the most important things And the
need to increase the need for people to leave the city as a result of increasing the density of
housing as well as the aggravation of functional problems environmental and health and go
to the suburbs to provide the elements of thermal comfort visual and health (Oheler,2007).

Figure (10): The $50 & Up Underground House Book.

Figure (11): The Earth sheltered solar greenhouse book.

1.4. Underground Spaces
1.4.1. Underground space uses
The continuous development of land use and the emergence of problems associated with the
recent decades of traffic jams pollution and limited public spaces Here the underground
spaces were able to provide an excellent presentation and opportunity to create a vacuum that
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may be in the area of transportation of persons or cargo operations or extensions to the
infrastructure network In the field of production as water storage and extraction vacuum has
to do with the use of urban structure as car parking stations underground commercial centers
vacuum and its use for storage as energy storage and conservation of thermal energy(
Montazerolhodjah, M, Pourjafar, M, Taghvaee, A. 2015).
1.4.2. Benefits of Going Underground
Of the design and environmental advantages of underground architecture Energy efficiency
In addition to respect for the location and harmony with the environment with its natural
surroundings, harmony where there is a possibility to adapt to the climate by reducing the air
infiltration and optimal utilization of Passive Solar Building Design Method of retention, The
Earth mass around the building absorbs the heat and retains it as a geothermal mass (See
Figure 12), Due to the high Earth density a slow change in the temperature of the earth
causes the heat to radiate to the surrounding areas and benefit buildings in the so called
underground including heat exchange, In addition to respect for the site and harmony and
integration with the environment where the provision of building materials used Less, where
there is the possibility of the use of materials extracted from the ground in the construction
process and their forms are simple and uncomplicated facades do not require continuous
maintenance providing soundproofing With its resistance to wind ( see figure 13) , fire,
earthquakes and hurricanes , the provision of a safe environment from natural disasters , and
an effective solution to some urban issues as a result of the ability to optimize land use in
urban areas (Montazerolhodjah, M, Pourjafar, M, Taghvaee, A. 2015).

Figure (12): The arrival of the earth’s mass to the fixed heat in comparison of its depth.

Figure (13): The result shows that spaces are not affected by changes and weather fluctuations
outside the building of the underground building.

The blanks remain a summer sign and warm in winter due to air infiltration
This helps save about 80% of the energy consumed in traditional buildings.
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1.4.3. Types of Underground Design
Before starting the construction process the method and purpose of the design process should
be defined to select an appropriate system for the area and an investigator for the desired
technique, two types of underground design will be addressed by looking at their features
1.4.4. Fully designed underground buildings Courtyard Design
Which is constructed entirely under the ground where it is designed using the courtyard by
providing a sense of the outside where he is the main distributor of internal spaces and the
main element in the realization of lighting and ventilation and external appearances, The
element is effectively thermal is all the facades of the building as shown in the figure (14),
Some of the advantages of this type:
1. Provide visual surfaces connected to green areas and flatlands.
2. Provide good protection from unwanted winter wind.
3. Provide ventilation, natural lighting, and lightning through the openings
overlooking the courtyard.
4. Provide privacy through the use of the underground buried courtyard, Suitable for
areas that do not have distinct natural external views and areas with visual and
auditory pollution. (Liu, Xinrong, Wang, Zijuan, Liu, Jun, Yang, Zhongqing,
2015).

Figure (14): demonstrates a pattern of buildings Designed underground.

1.4.5. Bermed or banked with Earth
Partially designed underground ground and Some of its facades open on the exterior and the
rest of the facades are buried or covered with a layer of soil (see figure 15) where the
element is effectively thermal is at least one facade of its facades where this type of design is
characterized by:
1. The building can be designed at different depths underground.
2. It’s created in areas characterized by the availability of hills, slopes, and beautiful
landscapes.
3. The open facade is directed to the south to take advantage of sunlight and natural
lighting as much as possible. The facade allows adequate lighting, ventilation, and
sunshine to the different spaces of the house.
4. In this type, problems of ventilation and movement of air between different living
spaces are increased but can be solved through the use of ventilation skylight
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Earth Shelters, a review of energy conservation properties in Earth sheltered
housing (Labs, 1976).

Figure (15): shows types of housings

1.4.6. Visions of Futuristic underground cities
Many future projects that called for underground cities such as the future project of
Seychelles- Nevada were found to be a response to the need for scarce water supplies
particularly in the US South where Matsys designs The future urban model of creating an
oasis in the desert contains a network of waterways and canals around residential buildings
that resemble Venice but underground as the city will be in the form of cell caves such as
honeycomb cells as shown in Figure (16) Which will be employed by means of transport and
irrigation as shown in Figure (17) to collect water on the surface power generation urban
agriculture , aquaculture and crop cultivation so that these cells can thrive in the middle of
this desert see Figure (18) (Krylova, 2011).

Figure (16): shows the cellular shape of the city.
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Figure (17): shows the transportation and irrigation methods.

Figure (18): shows the idea of a prosperous desert.
Visions of underground facilities (see figure 19, 20) (Elkhhayat, 2014).

Figure (19): shows a prospective study of a skyscraper will show
Wind and solar energy for power generation in Mexico City.
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Figure (20): shows the idea of connecting many centers in Japan
To the network of transport infrastructure to be the
Surface only as green spaces and gardens

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
•

•
•

Krylova, Larisa. (2011), underground cities of the future, project Baikal, 6, 48-49,
discussing several futuristic case studies such as Seychelles- Nevada in the south
of USA.
Labs, Kenneth. (1976).underground space.USA: Pergamon Press, discussing
underground designs; full underground design principles and Bermed design.
Stankovic, Danica. (2009) .bioclimatic underground architecture: development
and principles. Facta Universitatis - series: Architecture and Civil Engineering,
7(2), 135 – 144, discussing the contemporary architectural challenges such as
global warming, climate changes, and population growth. Principles of
Sustainable to get the best solutions to the environment.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS.
This study started to Decrease the negative influence of human practices concerning the
surrounding environment and the importance of harmony and communication between them
in an environmental manner, working on finding future directions to build new cities
underground such as the future project of Seychelles- Nevada, that this research can form a
turning point for starting new similar research and studies.
This study was conducted depending on the theoretical and analytical approach:
• The theoretical approach in gathering all historical and theoretical information
related to this subject and discussing it relying on scientific resources and
references as well as various websites
• The analytical approach to learning about the new underground architecture
orientations by studying the architectural ideas of the most important pioneers and
the possibility of applying in the current days with architectural and
environmental features.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This type of technology in architecture requires double efforts to study it, Advanced to
ambitious plans must be developed to deal with such techniques seriously. The first is to
return to the old experiences and the basic needs of its existence by studying the history of
Underground architecture cities, how to develop it and study it advantages and to find
solutions to the disadvantages of design or construction as well as its impact on the
environment and the creation of new ways to suit the tastes and modern needs by Studying
the history of Underground architecture cities Introducing the definition of the building
patterns to underground architecture alongside studying the study cases that are considered a
good example on the application of underground construction both in the past and present, to
encourage the institutions and companies concerned with the importance of thinking about
such modern technologies as well as accepting the idea of living in them, and to achieve
sustainable architecture.

5. CONCLUSION
1. Engineers, planners, and decision-makers must recognize the importance of their

2.

3.
4.
5.

architecture and its study to identify its concept and its potential in solving many
environmental problems and stigmatization.
Coordination between different institutions and departments working in the field
of construction and design to find common mechanisms for the follow-up and
study and implementation of such buildings.
Educating the current generation and future generations about the dangers of the
current environmental situation especially residential buildings.
Taking into account the problem of population inflation and its impact.
The need to review and amend the building laws of specialists in line with the
needs and appropriate design solutions.
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